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11 IntroductionBoth visibility and motion planning questions have instigated fruitful investigations in compu-tational geometry and given rise to well-studied areas, such as art-gallery problems [16, 23, 31],ray-shooting queries of various sorts [2, 7, 10, 25], and the combinatorics and algorithms of arrange-ments [1, 13, 14]. Little work, however, has been done at the interface between these two areas,where visibility becomes a tool, or a goal of motion planning. Perhaps the most classic example ofsuch work is the computation of \watchman tours" inside a simple polygon [4, 6, 8]; a watchmantour of a polygon is a closed path inside the polygon such that every point of the polygon is visiblefrom some point on the tour.In this paper, we focus on multiple mobile guards whose motion planning goal is to explore a2-D workspace, which in our case is a simple polygon. In this polygon, there may be one or moremoving targets; nothing is known about the location of the targets or their motion abilities, exceptthat their motion must be continuous. The goal of the guards is to \see" the targets, or to verifythat no target is present in the polygon. The guards see a target when there is an unobstructedline-of-sight between it and one of the guards. We may impose various limitations on the viewingfrustum and the range of the vision sensors of the guards.Parsons [24] and Megiddo et al. [22] study a similar problem in the context of pursuit-evasionin a graph; in this scenario, the guards and target can move from vertex to vertex of a graph, untila guard and the target eventually lie in the same vertex. In our geometric setting, what makes thisproblem challenging is the issue of recontamination: a particular region of the polygon may havebeen cleared by the guards, but if the target can �nd a way to enter the region again, it becomesrecontaminated and must again be cleared. Thus, unless one has su�ciently many guards, the target�nding problem is not always solvable. Crass et al. [9], Suzuki and Yamashita [28], Guibas et al. [12],and LaValle et al. [21] study various versions of this problem where the guards move independently.Guibas et al. prove that for a simple polygon with n vertices and h holes, �(ph + logn) guardsare needed in the worst case to detect all targets. They also prove that computing the smallestnumber of guards needed to �nd a moving target in a polygonal environment is NP -hard.In this paper, we look at a more constrained but still realistic model of how a polygon mightbe cleared by a group of guards. We assume that the guards always form a simple polygonal chainthrough the polygon; the guards at the ends of the chain are always on two edges of the polygon,while the rest are at internal vertices of the chain. All links in the chain are segments inside thepolygon. Thus the guards are mutually visible in pairs and are all linked together. Such a guardcon�guration has obvious advantages for safety and communication, if this target-�nding operationhappens in adversarial settings. Our goal is to sweep the polygon with a continuously moving chainof guards, so that, at any instant, the chain of guards partitions the polygon into a \cleared" regionand an \uncleared" region. In the end, we would like to ensure that every point of the polygon hasbeen swept over an odd number of times. This property guarantees that if any targets are presentin the polygon, they will have to be swept over by the guard chain and thus discovered.There has been considerable work on the class of polygons that can be swept with a chain ofonly two observers|these polygons are called streets [15, 17, 20, 30]. In the framework of Ickingand Klein [17], the guards are required to start at a point p on the boundary of the polygon and�nish at a point q also on the boundary of the polygon. One guard moves clockwise from p to qand the other moves counterclockwise from p to q. Given p and q, Icking and Klein show how tocheck whether the polygon can be swept by the two guards under these constraints in O(n logn)Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



2time. If a sweep exists, they construct it in O(n logn + k) time, where k is the number of \walk"instructions given to the guards to implement the sweep. He�ernan [15] shows that O(n) timesu�ces to check whether a sweep by two guards exists between p and q. Tseng et al. [30] considerthe problem of �nding two points p and q on the boundary of the polygon such that a straightwalk or a straight counter-walk exists between p and q that sweeps the polygon (the guards are notallowed to backtrack in a straight walk, whereas in a straight counter-walk, one guard moves from pto q and the other from q to p without backtracking). They check if two such points exist (andoutput a pair) in O(n logn) time. Based on initial work by Suzuki and Yamashita [28], Tan [29]describes techniques to check in O(n2) time if a chain of two or three guards can sweep a polygonand to produce such a sweep in O(n3) time.While these results are restricted to streets and to polygons that can be swept by three guards,we are interested in sweeping polygons that may require more than three guards. Let P be apolygon with n vertices and let r� be the minimum number of guards needed to sweep P . Our aimis to compute r� (or to �nd a good approximation to r�) and to determine a search schedule ofsmall complexity for the guards to perform the sweep (we formally de�ne a search schedule and itscomplexity later). In this paper, we describe the following results:1. We compute r� in O(n3) time, using O(n2) working space, and generate a search schedule ofsize O(r�n3);2. Using O(n2) time and O(n2) space, we compute an integer r � r�+2 such that we can sweepP using r guards with a search schedule of size O(rn2). We can also compute in O(n2r log r)time a search schedule of size O(rn2) for P that uses r + 4 guards;3. Using O(n logn) time and O(n) space, we compute an integer r such that r � r� + 16, andwe can sweep P using r guards; and4. We show how to sweep P using r guards, where r is two more than the link radius of P , andgenerate a search schedule of size O(rn). (We omit the proof of this result from this abstract.)The primary di�culty in planning motions for greater than two guards is that the guards at theinternal vertices of the chain can be located anywhere in the interior of P . To solve this problem,we introduce a structure called the \link diagram" (we formally de�ne this notion later), whichrepresents the link distance and minimum-link paths between all pairs of points on the boundaryof P . As far as we are aware, this structure appears to be a new concept. We prove that the linkdiagram has �(n3) size and describe an algorithm to construct it in O(n3) time. In the full versionof the paper, we also show how to use the link diagram to answer link-distance and minimum-link-path queries between two points in P in optimal time, matching the earlier result of Arkin et al. [5].Our query algorithm is especially simple and avoids the case analysis of the algorithm of Arkin et al.Our �rst approximation algorithm (with an additive error of two) is based on the observationthat we can approximate the link diagram of P by the link distances between the O(n2) pairs ofvertices of P , if we are willing to tolerate a small additive error (of at most two). Our second,more e�cient, approximation algorithm (also with a small additive error) is based on an interestingrelationship we establish between r� and the \link width" of P . Suprisingly, we can show that r�is bounded from above and from below by the link width (ignoring additive constants).In the next section, we give some basic de�nitions, introduce the concept of the \link diagram,"and review some facts about window partitions. The following sections describe the main results,Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



3�rst for exact optimization, then for approximation. Due to lack of space, we defer most proofs tothe full version of the paper; some proofs are contained in the appendices.2 Geometric PreliminariesLet P be a simple polygon in the plane. Let G = fG1; G2; : : : ; Grg be a set of point guardsin P . For a guard Gi 2 G, let i(t) denote the position of Gi in P at time t; we require thati(t) : [0;1)! P be a continuous function. A con�guration of G at time t, denoted �(t) is the setof points fi(t) j 1 � i � rg. We say that �(t) is legal if1. 1(t) and r(t) both lie in @P , and2. for every 1 � i < r, the segment i(t)i+1(t) does not intersect the exterior of P .From now on, we will use the term con�guration to mean legal con�guration. A useful way tothink of a con�guration of G is as a piecewise-linear path connecting the points 1(t) and r(t) that\cuts" through P and does not intersect the exterior of P .A motion strategy (;G) = fi; 1 � i � rg is a speci�cation of i, for each guard Gi 2 G. Weassume that each guard can follow an algebraic path, once the path is speci�ed. Thus, each i is apiecewise-algebraic function. The complexity of i is the number of algebraic functions needed tode�ne it. The complexity of a motion strategy is the total complexity of the i's.In order to formalize the notion of sweeping a polygon, we assume that the chain correspondingto the con�guration of the guards is oriented from G1 to Gr. For a motion strategy (;G), let AP (t)denote the fraction of the area of P to the right of the con�guration �(t); AP (0) = 0. We say thata motion strategy (;G) is a search schedule for P if AP (t) = 1, for some t > 0. Finally, we saythat P is r-searchable if a search schedule that uses at most r guards exists for P . See Figure 1 foran example of such a sweep. In Appendix A, we show that there are n-vertex polygons that arenot o(n)-searchable.(a) (b) (c) (d) $G_1$(e) (f)Figure 1: A search schedule with three guards. The unswept region is shown shaded.We assume without loss of generality that all of the guards start at the same point in @P at thebeginning of the sweep and converge at another point of @P at the end of the sweep. The followinglemma characterizes when a motion strategy is a search schedule:Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



4Lemma 2.1 Given a motion strategy (;G), let d1 (resp., d2) denote the total distance that G1(resp., Gr) travels in the counterclockwise (resp., clockwise) direction during , divided by theperimeter of P . If jd1 + d2j = 1, then (;G) is a search schedule for P .Using this lemma, it is easy to show that in any search schedule, each point in P is swept over anodd number of times.In all of our algorithms, we construct search schedules where each con�guration of the guardscorresponds to a \minimum-link" path between the �rst and last guards. We now give somestandard de�nitions related to such paths. Given two points p; q 2 P , aminimum-link path betweenp and q is a piecewise-linear path between p and q that does not intersect the exterior of P and hasthe minimum number of line segments; the link distance dL(p; q) between p and q is the number ofline segments in such a path.We now de�ne the link diagram of P , a structure that is central to our algorithm for com-puting r�. We �rst select an arbitrary point o 2 @P as the origin of @P and parameterize everypoint p 2 @P by the clockwise distance from o to p along @P , divided by the perimeter of P .Let f : [0; 1)! @P denote the bijective function corresponding to this parameterization; thus, f()maps every point in @P to a dual point in the interval [0; 1). For any point (x; y) in the dual unitsquare, let dL(x; y) : [0; 1) � [0; 1) ! N denote the link distance between the points f(x) 2 @Pand f(y) 2 @P . The link diagram LP is the graph of the function d(). See Figure 2 for an exampleof LP . A face of LP is a maximally-connected region where the function d() assumes the samevalue; an arc of LP separates two di�erent faces of LP (the values of d() in these two faces di�erby 1); and a node of LP is a point on the boundary of four or more faces of LP or a point adjacentto two di�erent arcs that separate the same pair of faces.1 Note that LP is symmetric since d() isa symmetric function.
p1 p5

p2 p4p3p6(a) p6p5p3p2p1p4 (b)Figure 2: (a) A polygon P and (b) its link diagram. Shaded areas correspond to pairs of pointson @P with link distance two.Given two points p; q 2 P , we say that p and q see each other if the segment pq does notintersect the exterior of P . Given two points p; q 2 P that see each other, let ` be the line passingthrough p and q. Then the extension of (p; q) is the connected component of ` \ P that containsthe segment pq.1A node of LP cannot be adjacent to an odd number of faces; if it is, then one of the arcs adjacent to the nodeseparates faces where the value of d() di�ers by zero or at least by two, which is impossible.Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



5The window partition Wp of a p 2 P is a partition of P into maximal regions of constant linkdistance from p. An edge of Wp is either a portion of an edge of P or is a segment that separatestwo regions of Wp; we call such a segment a window of Wp. If a window w 2 Wp has endpoints xand y, then one endpoint of w (say, x) is a reex vertex v of P and the other endpoint (y) lies onan edge e of P ; x is closer to p than y in terms of geodesic distance. We say that the combinatorialtype of w is the vertex-edge pair (v; e). The combinatorial type of Wp is a list of the combinatorialtypes of all its windows. The planar dual of Wp is the window tree, Tp. Suri [27] introduced thenotion of window partition and showed that it can be constructed in time and space O(n). Thede�nitions of window partition and window tree extend naturally to the case when the source is aline segment, instead of a point.We can use the window partition Wp to compute a min-link path from p to any other pointin P . In general, min-link paths are not unique. The canonical min-link path �L(p; q) betweenp 2 @P and q 2 @P is a path that uses only extensions of windows in Wp, with the last link chosento pass through the last vertex of the geodesic shortest path between p and q. We de�ne thecombinatorial type of a link of �L(p; q) (except, possibly, the last link) to be the combinatorial typeof the window ofWp of which it is an extension. Each link of �L(p; q) passes through a reex vertexof P (the reex vertex is also a vertex of the geodesic shortest path between p and q). We say thata link of �L(p; q) is pinned if it passes through two reex vertices of P such that the vertices lie onopposite sides of the link.Let p = f(t), for some t 2 [0; 1), let � be a window in Wp with combinatorial type (v; e), andlet q be the endpoint of � lying on e. Suppose that the canonical min-link path �L(p; q) from p toq does not contain any pinned edge. We can show that we can parameterize the position of q asa homography q = g(t) = (A+ Bt)=(C +Dt):3 The Link DiagramIn this section, we prove an O(n3) bound on the size of the link diagram LP of a n-vertex polygonP and describe an algorithm to construct LP in O(n3) time. We also show how to compute r� bysearching LP and produce a search schedule of O(r�n3) complexity for P using r� guards.We �rst sketch the proof for bounding the size of LP . The �rst property we establish is thatevery vertical (or horizontal) line intersects the arcs of LP at O(n) points; if the line passes throughthe point (t; 0), then these intersections correspond to the endpoints of the windows of Wf(t). Wethen show that if we sweep a vertical line across the plane, the line intersects nodes of LP exactlyat values of t such that the combinatorial type of Wf(t) changes. At each such value of t, the lineintersects O(n) nodes of LP . Arkin et al. [5] show that the combinatorial type of Wf(t) changesat O(n2) value of t. These facts imply that LP has O(n3) size. An interesting implication of thesearguments is that the nodes of LP lie in a total of O(n2) vertical (or horizontal) lines.Below, we describe the proof in some more detail. We �rst introduce some notation. Let `(t)be the vertical line through the point (t; 0) in the dual plane. Throughout this section, we willuse " > 0 to denote a su�ciently small real number. We will abuse notation and use Wt, wheret 2 [0; 1), to denote Wf(t) and use �L(t; u), where t; u 2 [0; 1), to denote �L(f(t); f(u)). We �rststate a simple lemma that relates arcs of LP to window partitions of points on @P .Lemma 3.1 Suppose the vertical line `(t) does not intersect any nodes of LP . The line `(t) inter-sects an arc of LP at a point (t; u) i� f(u) is the endpoint of a window of Wt.Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



6Using the above lemma, it is not di�cult to establish the following:Lemma 3.2 Let t; u 2 [0; 1) be such that no nodes of LP are contained in the vertical strip boundedby `(t) and `(u). Then the combinatorial types of the window partitions Wt and Wu are identical.The above lemma implies that if we sweep a vertical line `(t) across LP , then at every valueof t such that the combinatorial types of the window partitions Wt�" and Wt+" are di�erent, `(t)intersects a node of LP . We now prove that the converse is also true, i.e., if `(t) intersects a nodeof LP , then the combinatorial types of the window partitionsWt�" andWt+" are di�erent. In orderto prove this fact, we �rst prove some more properties of the arcs and nodes of LP . The next twolemmas establish precise conditions for a point on an arc of LP to be a node of LP .Lemma 3.3 Suppose that the point (t; u) is on an arc of LP and �L(t; u) does not contain a pinnedlink. The point (t; u) is a node of LP i� one of the links of �L(t; u) touches two vertices of P .Lemma 3.4 Suppose that the point (t; u) is on an arc of LP and �L(t; u) contains a pinned link �.The point (t; u) is a node of LP i� f(t) and f(u) are endpoints of a window of W�.The two lemmas above have the following corollary (a window � 2 Wt divides P into two or moresub-polygons; we use P [�; f(t)] to denote the sub-polygons not containing f(t)):Corollary 3.5 If a window � 2 Wt touches two vertices of P , then the point (t; u) is a node of LPfor every value of u such that f(u) is the endpoint of a window of W� and f(u) 2 @P [�; f(t)].Using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we can prove the following:Lemma 3.6 If the point (t; u) is a node of LP , then the window partitions Wt�" and Wt+" havedi�erent combinatorial types.We have now assembled all the ingredients we need to prove an O(n3) bound on the size of LP .We sweep the vertical line `(t) across LP from `(0) to `(1) and consider the intersection of `(t)with the arcs of LP . Lemma 3.1 implies that this process is equivalent to moving the point f(t)along @P and considering Wt. Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6 imply that `(t) intersects a node of LP i� thecombinatorial type ofWt changes. Arkin et al. [5] show that for a polygon P with n vertices, thereare O(n2) values of t 2 [0; 1) such that Wt�" and Wt+" have di�erent combinatorial types. Let t0be such a value of t and let � be the window of Wt0 that touches two vertices of P . Corollary 3.5implies that the point (t0; u) is a node of LP only if f(u) is the endpoint of a window in W�. Thereare O(n) such values of u. Therefore, at each of the O(n2) values of t where the combinatorialtypes of Wt�" and Wt+" are di�erent, `(t) intersects O(n) nodes of LP . This argument provesan O(n3) bound on the size of LP . In Appendix A, we show that this bound is tight: there aren-vertex polygons for which LP has size 
(n3).Theorem 3.7 The link diagram LP of a polygon P with n vertices has size �(n3).We now describe an algorithm to construct LP . The algorithm simply mimics the proof of thesize bound by sweeping a vertical line `(t) across LP and maintaining the intersection of `(t) withLP . We represent this intersection by a sequence L(t) of O(n) sorted numbers in [0; 1); u 2 L(t) i�f(u) is the endpoint of a window in Wt. If u 2 L(t), we use �(t; u) to denote the arc of LP that theSweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



7point (t; u) lies on and we store the combinatorial type of �(t; u) with u in L(t). Before describingthe algorithm, we need a simple de�nition. Let v be a vertex of P and let p be the endpoint of awindow in Wv. If dL(v; p) > 1, then the �rst link in �L(v; p) passes through v and another vertexof P . We call this link p's source link and denote it by sp.1. For each vertex v 2 P , we compute Wv. For every endpoint p of a window in Wv, wecompute sp. We sort all of these endpoints around @P . Let Q be the sorted sequence of theseendpoints.2. We compute L(0) and maintain L(t) as t increases from 0 to 1. For every value of t suchthat f(t) is a window endpoint in Q, we locate the window (with the same combinatorial typeas) sf(t) in L(t). For every value of u such that f(u) is the endpoint of a window of Wsf(t)and f(u) 2 @P [sf(t); f(t)], we add (t; u) as a node to LP and end the arc �(t; u) at (t; u).(a) If sf(t) is not pinned, then for every new node (t; u) (added above), we add a newarc �(t; u) to LP . We obtain the equation of �(t; u) by appropriately updating thehomography de�ning the arc �(t� "; u).(b) If sf(t) is pinned, we add to LP a vertical arc for each pair of new nodes that are adjacentalong `(t). For every new node (t; u), we also add a new horizontal arc �(t; u) to LP .The correctness of the algorithm follows from Corollary 3.5. It is easy to analyze the runningtime of the algorithm. The �rst step takes O(n2 logn) time. We execute the second step O(n2)times [5], spending O(n) time per execution. Thus, we have the following theorem:Theorem 3.8 We can construct LP in O(n3) time, using O(n2) working space.We now turn our attention to using LP to compute the optimum number r� of guards and acorresponding search schedule for r� guards. Lemma 2.1 states that a motion strategy (;G) is asearch schedule if the total distance travelled by the extreme guards (measured counterclockwisefor one guard and clockwise for the other) sums to the perimeter of P . To exploit this fact, weaugment the diagram LP by placing a translated copy of it (translated upwards by distance 1) justabove it in the plane. Lemma 2.1 implies that any path from the diagonal y = x in the bottom copyto the diagonal y = x + 1 in the top copy corresponds to a search schedule for P . Our algorithmfor computing r� is simple. We consider the graph de�ned by the nodes and arcs of the two copiesof LP . We label each arc and each node with the smallest link distance associated with the facesadjacent to it. We then perform a breadth-�rst search in this graph to compute the smallest integerr� such that a path exists between the two diagonals that uses only arcs and nodes with labels atmost r� � 1 (since a chain of r� � 1 links corresponds to r� guards). We can adapt this procedureto compute a search schedule too; details appear in the full paper. Clearly, the breadth-�rst searchtakes O(n3) time and produces a path in LP that visits O(n3) nodes. To compute the searchschedule, at each node of this path, we may need to update the motions of at most r� guards, thuscomputing a search schedule of complexity O(r�n3).4 Approximation AlgorithmsIn this section, we describe three approximation schemes: (1) an algorithm that uses O(n2) time tocompute r� within an additive error of two, (2) an algorithm that uses O(n logn) time to computeSweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



8r� within an additive error of at most 16, and (3) a method for sweeping P that uses at most thelink radius of P (which we can compute in O(n logn) time [11]) plus two guards. Here, we givedetails of only the �rst two results; we defer presenting the link radius method (which may giveslightly fewer guards than method (2), in some cases) to the full paper. We also present proofs ofsome lemmas in Appendix C.4.1 A simple additive approximation methodWe describe a method that computes in time O(n2) an integer r such that P can be swept using rguards and r � 2 � r�. We can also compute in O(n2r log r) time a schedule of O(n2r) commandsthat sweeps P using a chain of at most r + 4 guards.Let e1; e2; : : : ; en be the edges of P . De�ne an n� n matrixM, where Mij is an upper boundon the maximum number of guards in a min-link path connecting any point of ei to any point ofej ; namely, Mij = dL(ei; ej) + 3, where dL(ei; ej) = minp2ei;q2ej dL(p; q). The matrix M can becomputed in O(n2), by computing the link distance from ei to all other edges in O(n) time [27].As is easily shown, M forms an approximation to the link diagram, LP , since, if p is a pointon an edge ei � @P , and q is a point on an edge ej � @P , then dL(p; q) is between Mij � 3 andMij � 1.Lemma 4.1 Let � and �0 be two min-link paths, both connecting an edge f to an edge f 0, so thatr = dL(f; f 0). Then, we can morph � into �0 using at most r + 3 guards. Moreover, using atmost r + 7 guards we can compute a morphing strategy, that issues O(r) commands to guards, inO(r log r) time.We construct a graph G on the grid 2n� 2n, so that two nodes are adjacent in G i� they arevertically or horizontally adjacent in the grid. We also connect the vertices on the boundary of Gto the corresponding vertices on the other side of G (i.e., we \glue" together the top side of G tothe bottom side of G, and the left side of G to the right side of G). For a vertex (i; j) 2 V (G),we assign it weight w(i; j) = M1+((i�1) mod n);1+((j�1) mod n). It is easy to verify that a sweepingstrategy for P can be interpreted as a path � in G connecting (1; 1) to (1; n), so that the maximumweight vertex along � has weight at most two greater thatn the number of guards needed to sweepP . On the other hand, a path � in G connecting (1; 1) to (1; n), such that the maximum weightalong � is w, can be interpreted as a sweeping strategy that requires at most w guards, by Lemma4.1. Such a min-weight path � in G can be computed in O(n2) time using Dijkstra's algorithm.We conclude:Theorem 4.2 Given a simple polygon P , one can compute in O(n2) time a number r, so that Pcan be swept with r guards and r � 2 � r�. Moreover, one can compute in O(n2r log r) time asweeping strategy for P using at most r + 4 guards, with O(n2r) commands issued to the guards.Proof : The algorithm for computing r is described above. For the computation of the motionstrategy, we �rst compute the min-weight path � in G that connects (1; 1) with (1; n). Next, eachedge e of � connects two con�gurations � = (ei; ej) and �0 = (ei; ek).It is now an easy matter to compute a morphing between these two con�gurations by computinga middle con�guration �mid having one guard located on a vertex ej \ ek of P . Next, using theSweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



9a bcux vwPpFigure 3: De�nitions for Lemma 4.3algorithm of Lemma 4.6, one can compute a morphing strategy between � and �mid, and a morphingstrategy between �mid and �0. 24.2 A faster additive approximation methodIn this section, we describe an O(n logn)-time algorithm to approximate r� within an additivefactor of 16.For a polyline �, and any two points p; q 2 �, let a; b 2 @P be a pair of points, maximizingdL(a; b); we call such a pair a diametrical pair of P , and let DP = �L(a; b) denote a correspondingpath that represents a link diameter of P .We de�ne the link width of P relative to DP to be !(P;DP ) = maxv2P dL(DP ; v). The linkwidth of P is then de�ned to be the minimum, minDP !(P;DP ), taken over all realizations of thediameter. (It turns out that di�erent realizations of DP can result in di�erent widths, but therecan be variation only by 1 link.) In our discussion, it su�ces to �x one realization of the diameter,DP , and do analysis with respect to the width ! = !(P;DP ). For points p; q 2 @P , we let @P (p; q)denote the portion of @P traced when moving from p to q in a clockwise direction (i.e., with theinterior of P lying to the right). We �rst state two lemmas that establish the relationship betweenthe link width and the link diameter of P .Lemma 4.3 Let DP = �L(a; b) be a diameter of P , let c be a point that realizes the width,! = dL(c;DP), and let u be a point on DP that is closest to c in link distance. (See Figure3.) Then, dL(a; u) � ! � 7 and dL(b; u)� ! � 7.Lemma 4.4 Let p 2 @P (c; a) and q 2 @P (b; c). Then dL(p; b) � ! � 8, and dL(q; a) � ! � 8.Lemma 4.5 The number of guards needed to sweep a polygon P is at least max(! � 7; 2).Proof : If there is a sweeping strategy of P by a chain of k segments (k+ 1 guards), then it is easyto verify that during the sweep one of the following three events must happen:� One of the guards is located at the point b and other one is located on @P (c; a).� One of the guards is located at the point a, and the other one is located on @P (b; c).Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



10� One of the guards is located at c, and the other one is located on @P (a; b).However, by Lemma 4.4, we know that in the �rst two cases k � ! � 8. In the third case, thechain of guards must cross �L(a; b), which implies that k � !. 2Lemma 4.6 Let � = (p1; : : : ; pm) � @P be a subset of @P that has no shortcut within P ; i.e.,pipi+2 6� P . Assume that for any point q 2 @P , we have dL(�; q) � k. Then, the polygon P can beswept using a chain of k + 3 guards.Proof : Let �̂ = @P n �, and let qi 2 �̂ denote a point of �̂ that is closest to pi (in link distance).Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, it follows that since � cannot be shortcut, any point on �sees a point of �̂; thus, piqi � P . (However, note that piqi might cross pjqj .)Let Qi be the region bounded by @P (qi; qi+1)jjqi+1pi+1jjpi+1pijjpiqi, for i = 1; : : : ; m� 1. (Notethat the closed curve de�ning Qi may have a self-crossing at the intersection of piqi and pi+1qi+1.)The regions Qi partition P . For any point p 2 @Qi, there exits a path that has at most k + 2segments connecting p with pi and that lies inside Qi. Indeed, let � = �L(p; �) be a min-linkpath connecting p with �. The path � has at most k segments and must intersect (the intersectionmight be the endpoint of �) one of the segments piqi; pipi+1; pi+1qi+1, and thus it can be modi�edinto a path �0 that connects p with pi that has at most k + 2 segments.This implies that we can sweep Qi in the following canonical way: (i) In the beginning theguards stand along the segment piqi, and connect those two endpoints, (ii) In the end of the �rststage of the sweep, the guards stand along the segments pipi+1jjpi+1qi+1, and (iii) In the secondstage of the sweep, all of the guards standing along pipi+1 are moved to stand at pi+1. This sweepingrequires at most k+3 guards. Thus, we can sweep P by sweeping Q1, Q2; : : : ; in succession, usingthe above strategy. Overall, this combined strategy sweeps P using k+3 guards, so that the guardwho is always located on � moves monotonically along �. 2Theorem 4.7 max(! � 7; 2) � r� � ! + 5.Proof : Let P1; P2 be the two polygons formed by splitting P along DP = �L(a; b). By Lemma 4.6,P1, P2 can be swept with ! + 3 guards, so that one of the guards lies on DP , and its movement ismonotone from a towards b. Moreover, the sweeping of P1 and P2 is decomposed into steps wherein the intermediate step only 3 guards are necessary (namely, two guards placed on an edge of thediameter, and the other guard placed on an edge of the polygon). Thus, by sweeping the regionsof P1; P2 in an interleaving manner, we have that the number of guards necessary to sweep P is atmost ! + 5. The lower bound follows from Lemma 4.5. 2Theorem 4.8 Given a polygon P , one can compute in O(n logn) time a number k, so that thenumber of guards needed to sweep P is between max(k� 11; 2) and k + 5.Proof : Compute the link-diameter, DP , of P in O(n logn) time [18, 19, 26]. Pick a vertex v ofP , and compute the window partition,Wv , and the window tree, Tv, in O(n) time. We now mark,in linear time, all of the nodes V of Tv that correspond to regions of Wv that intersect DP . Let �be the vertex of Tv so that the minimum distance (in Tv) to any vertex of V is maximized, and letd be this minimum distance between � and a vertex of Tv .It is straightforward to verify that � � ! � � + 4. Set k = � + 4. We know by Theorem 4.7,that P can be swept using k + 5 guards and that at least max(k � 11; 2) guards are needed. 2Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999
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13[31] J. Urrutia. Art gallery and illumination problems. In J.-R. Sack and J. Urrutia, editors,Handbook on Computational Geometry, North-Holland, 1997. To appear.A Lower BoundsWe show that there are n-vertex polygons that are not o(n)-searchable. Figure 4 shows such apolygon P . It consists of three \arms," L1; L2 and L3, joined by a central region. Any polygonalchain lying inside P that joins a point p in the central region to the tip pi of an arm Li has 
(n)segments. Suppose L3 is the last arm to be searched in a sweep. Then, while a guard visits p3,a guard must be positioned at a point in the central region. Otherwise, the target might escapefrom L1 to L2 or vice-versa. A similar fact holds if L1 or L2 is the last arm to be searched.Therefore, 
(n) guards are needed to sweep P .
p1 L1 L3 p3

L2p2pFigure 4: A polygon P such that r� = 
(n).There are polygons for which the link diagram has size 
(n3). In Figure 5 we show a polygon Pwhose boundary consists of three portions: 1 is a convex chain of n vertices while 2 and 3are sequences of n \teeth" each. Let ci; 1 � i � n denote the \base" of each tooth in 2 andlet di; 1 � i � n denote the bases in 3. We choose 1 to be small enough that every point in 1can see every point of ci and every point of dj , for 1 � i; j � n. Let ci have endpoints pi and qi.ConsiderWpi . Since pi can see every point on 1, a window ofWpi (in fact, a chord of the visibilitypolygon Vpi) has an endpoint p0 in @P to the left of the vertices of 1. For every j; 1 � i � n, there isa window w0 inWpi such that w0 has an endpoint q 2 dj . By Lemma B.3, the point (f�1(pi); f�1(q))is on an arc of LP . Now consider moving a point p from pi to qi. This motion causes p0 tomove clockwise along 1 and q to move clockwise along dj . Every time p0 passes a vertex of 1,the homography de�ning the motion of q (with respect to p) changes. Therefore, by the time preaches qi, the point (f�1(p); f�1(q)) has traced 
(n) arcs of LP . The same process can be repeatedfor every ci and dj , 1 � i; j � n, which implies that LP has size 
(n3).B Lemmas and Proofs for Section 3Lemma B.1 If p and q are two points in @P and no link of �L(p; q) is pinned, then the endpointof every link of �L(p; q) lies on @P .Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999
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2 3

1
p3q3 d1Figure 5: A lower bound construction for the size of LP .Proof : We prove the lemma by contradiction. Let � be a link of �L(p; q) whose endpoint does notlie on @P ; clearly, � is not the last link in �L(p; q) since q is the endpoint of the last link. Let �0be the link following � in �L(p; q); �0 is the extension of a chord of V�. It is well-known that theextension a chord s0 of V� intersects � at a point in the interior of � i� s0 passes through reexvertices of P that lie on opposite sides of s0, which implies that �0 is pinned. 2Lemma B.2 Suppose the vertical line `(t) through the point (t; 0) does not intersect any nodesof LP . The line `(t) intersects an arc of LP at a point (t; u) i� f(u) is the endpoint of a windowof Wt.Proof : Consider the point p(u) = (t; u) for t � u < 1 and 0 � u < t. As u increases from t to 1 andfrom 0 to t, p(u) moves along `(t). Simultaneously, f(u) starts at f(t) and moves along @P backto f(t). Every time p(u) crosses an arc of LP , the link distance between f(t) and f(u) changes. Ateach such instant, f(u) must lie on the endpoint of a window of Wt, which proves the lemma. SeeFigure 6. 2Lemma B.3 A point (t; u) lies on an arc of LP i� f(u) is the endpoint of a window of Wt or f(t)is the endpoint of a window of Wu.Proof : If f(u) is the endpoint of a window of Wt, then dL(t; u � ") is one more or one less thandL(t; u+ "). Therefore, the points (t; u� ") and (t; u+ ") lie in di�erent faces of LP , which impliesthat (t; u) lies on an arc of LP . A similar proof holds if f(t) is the endpoint of a window of Wu.We now prove the \only if" part of the lemma. We �rst assume that the arc (t; u) lies on is notvertical. Consider the points p(u�") and p(u+") for su�ciently small ". See Figure 6. Since thesetwo points lie in adjacent faces of LP , dL(t; u� ") must di�er by one from dL(t; u+ "). Therefore,the points f(u� ") and f(u+ ") on @P must lie in di�erent faces of Wt, which implies that f(u)Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999
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f(t) f(u)(a) tu (b)Figure 6: The vertical line `(t) intersects LP at (t; u) and f(u) is the endpoint of a chord of Wt.is the endpoint of a window of Wt. If the point (t; u) lies on a vertical arc of LP , we can similarlyshow that f(t) is the endpoint of a window of Wu. 2Remark: In the above lemma, if f(u) is the endpoint of a window ofWt and f(t) is the endpointof a window of Wu, then (t; u) lies on an arc of LP that is not axis-aligned. If only one of theconditions hold, then the arc is either horizontal or vertical.Lemma B.4 Let t; u 2 [0; 1) be such that no nodes of LP are contained in the vertical strip boundedby `(t) and `(u). Then the combinatorial types of the window partitions Wt and Wu are identical.Proof : We �rst prove that for every window w with combinatorial type (v; e) in Wt, there is awindow with combinatorial type (v; e) inWu. Let y be the endpoint of w that lies in e. Lemma B.3implies that the dual point (t; f�1(y)) lies on an arc � of LP . Since there are no nodes of LP inthe vertical strip bounded by `(t) and `(u), � also crosses `(u). Therefore, Wu also has a windowwith combinatorial type (v; e).By a similar argument, for every window with combinatorial type (v0; e0) in Wu, there is awindow with combinatorial type (v0; e0) in Wt. Therefore, the combinatorial types of Wt and Wuare identical. 2Lemma B.5 Suppose that the point (t; u) is on an arc of LP and �L(t; u) does not contain a pinnedlink. The point (t; u) is a node of LP i� one of the links of �L(t; u) touches two vertices of P .Proof : Let dL(t; u) = k. We use �i(t; u); 1 � i � k to denote the ith link in �L(t; u). Let thecombinatorial type of �i(t; u) be (vi; ei). Suppose the link �j(t; u) for some 1 � j � k touchesanother vertex v 2 P . We assume without loss of generality that �j(t; u � ") (the jth link in�L(t; u� ")) does not touch v. We consider two cases.1. If v is an endpoint of ei, let e0 be the other edge of P incident on v. Then the combinatorialtype of �j(t; u+ ") (the jth link in �L(t; fu+ ")) is (vj ; e0).Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



162. If v is not an endpoint of ei, then v is a reex vertex of P that lies in the interior of �j(t; u).Since there is no pinned link in �L(t; u), both vj and v lie on the same side of �j(t; u). As aresult, the combinatorial type of �j(t; u+ ") is (v; ej).In both cases, the homography representing the position of �j(t; u � ")'s endpoint is di�erentfrom the homography representing the position of �j(t; u + ")'s endpoint, which implies that thehomography representing the position of �k's endpoint changes at t. Therefore, (t; u) is a nodeof LP .We now prove the \only if" part of the lemma. Suppose the point (t; u) is a node of LP .If no link of �L(t; u) touches two vertices of P , then �L(t; u � "), �L(t; u), and �L(t; u + ") arecombinatorially identical. Therefore, the homographies representing the endpoints of the links inthese three paths are the same, which contradicts the fact that (t; u) is a node of LP . 2Lemma B.6 Suppose that the point (t; u) is on an arc of LP and �L(t; u) contains a pinned link�. The point (t; u) is a node of LP i� f(t) and f(u) are endpoints of a window of W�.Proof : Let � be the arc of LP that (t; u) lies on. Let � be the �rst pinned link on �L(t; u). Since �is a link on �L(t; u), � is the extension of a window w 2 Wt. We can show that � is either verticalor horizontal.We �rst prove the \if" part of the lemma. We �rst consider the case when � is vertical. Sincef(u) is an endpoint of a window of W�, f(u) is also the endpoint of a window of Wt. Therefore,dL(t; u� ") di�ers by one from dL(t; u+ "), which implies that (t; u) is a node of LP . Similarly, if� is horizontal, we have that (t; u) is a node of LP because f(t) is an endpoint of a window of W�.We now prove the \only if" part of the lemma. We know that (t; u) is a node of LP . Therefore,dL(t; u� ") 6= dL(t; u+ "), which implies that f(u) is the endpoint of a window of Wt. Since � is alink on �L(t; u), we have that f(u) is the endpoint of a window of W�.To show that f(t) is the endpoint of a window of W�, we �rst note that f(t) is the endpointof a window of Wu. Now, � is a link on �L(u; t). Therefore, f(t) is the endpoint of a window ofW�. 2Lemma B.7 If the point (t; u) is a node of LP , then the window partitions Wt�" and Wt+" havedi�erent combinatorial types.Proof : We consider two cases. Lemma B.5 implies that there is a link � 2 �L(t; u) that touchestwo vertices of P . Let (v; e) be the combinatorial type of � in Wt�" and let v0 be the other vertexthat � touches in Wt. If v0 is an endpoint of e and e0 is the other edge of P incident on v0, thenthere is a window with combinatorial type (v; e0) in Wt+". If v0 is not an endpoint of e, then thereis a window with combinatorial type (v0; e) in Wt+". In either case, Wt�" and Wt+" have di�erentcombinatorial types.Now we consider the case when �L(t; u) contains a pinned link �. Lemma B.6 implies that f(t)is the endpoint of a window of W�. If Wt�" and Wt+" have the same combinatorial types, thendL(t � "; �) = dL(t + "; �), which contradicts the fact that f(t) is the endpoint of a window ofW�. 2Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



17a bcux vwPp c u by I(a) de�nitions (b) shortcut is possible.Figure 7: Lemma 4.3C Lemmas and Proofs for Section 4C.1 A simple additive approximation methodLemma C.1 Let � and �0 be two min-link paths, both connecting an edge f to an edge f 0, so thatr = dL(f; f 0). Then, we can morph � into �0 using at most r + 3 guards. Moreover, using atmost r + 7 guards we can compute a morphing strategy, that issues O(r) commands to guards, inO(r log r) time.Proof : Note that the min-link distance between any point of f and any point of f 0 is at most r+2,thus the guards can continously move between f and f 0 using at most r+3 guards. Unfortunately,computing this sweeping strategy requires the link diagram of P , which is too expensive to compute.Alternatively, we now sketch an algorithm to compute a strategy that uses at most r+7 guards.Let  be the closed connected curve made out of �; �0 and the relevant portions of f and f 0, sothat �; �0 �  (note that  might have self-intersections). Let I denote the interior of the regiondelimited by , and let I1; : : : ; Ik be the connected components of the interior of I .We deform between �i = � \ @Ii and �0i = �0 \ @Ii, so the motion is restricted to lie insideIi, for i = 1; : : : ; k. To do so, we place two extra guards at the common endpoints of �i and �0i.Placing those two extra guards, might require moving one (extra) guard from one endpoint of �ito the other endpoint of �i+1, and this can be done by issuing a linear number of commands to theguards.Since � and �0 are both min-link paths, we know that the number of guards in �i and �0i is thesame, up to at most an additive error of 2. Thus, we triangulate the polygon Ii, and use the chordsof the triangulation to perform the continuous motion from �i to �0i. In the end of this continuousmotion, we now move all of the extra guards placed along �0i to its common endpoint with �0i+1(since the number of those extra guards is at most 4, this requires a linear number of commands).Similarly, we move all guards that lie on the middle of an edge to the this endpoint.We continue in this manner, until we have deformed � into �0. This motion required at mostr + 7 guards, and a linear number of commands, and it can be computed in O(r log r) time. 2C.2 A faster additive approximation methodSweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999



18Lemma C.2 Let DP = �L(a; b) be a diameter of P , let c be a point that realizes the width,! = dL(c;DP), and let u be a point on DP that is closest to c in link distance. (See Figure 7(a).)Then, dL(a; u) � ! � 7 and dL(b; u) � ! � 7.Proof : Note that we can assume, without loss of generality, that �L(a; b) and �L(c; u) do notintersect in their interior. Let  be the curve �L(c; u)jj�L(u; b)jj�L(b; c), where jj denotes theconcatenation operator. The curve  is a closed curve, and it might be self intersecting. Let Idenote the region delimited by  (i.e., the union of bounded faces in the arrangement induced by ).Observe that any point y of �L(c; u) can be connected to a point either of �L(u; b) or of �L(b; c)by a segment that does not intersect those polygonal paths in their interior. Indeed, if this is notso, then there exists a point y 2 �L(c; u), such that any ray emanating from y directed into I hits�L(c; u); see Figure 7(b). In particular, in any triangulation of I , the triangle T that contains ymust have all its vertices on �L(c; u). implying that it is possible to shortcut �L(c; u), using theedge of T that does not belong to �L(c; u). However, this contradicts the minimality (in the linkdistance) of �L(c; u).This implies that there is a point x 2 �L(c; u) that \sees" both �L(b; c) and �L(b; u); namely,there are two points v; w on �L(b; c) and �L(b; u), respectively, so that the segments xv and xwdo not intersect  in their interior. We have the following inequalities (all follow from the triangleinequality for the min-link distance):� dL(c; x)� 1 � dL(c; v) � dL(c; x) + 1.� dL(b; w)� 2 � dL(b; v)� dL(b; w) + 2. � dL(c; x) � ! = dL(c; u) � dL(c; x) + 1� dL(c; v) + dL(b; v)� 1 � dL(b; c).These inequalities imply that dL(c; x)� 1 + dL(b; w)� 2� 1 � dL(b; c): Hence,dL(c; u)� 1� 4 + dL(b; u)� 2 � dL(b; c)� dL(a; b) � dL(a; u) + dL(b; u);using the fact that dL(a; b) is the diameter of P . We conclude that !� 7 = dL(c; u)� 7 � dL(a; u),and, by symmetry, that ! � 7 � dL(b; u). 2Lemma C.3 Let p 2 @P (c; a) and q 2 @P (b; c). Then dL(p; b)� ! � 8, and dL(q; a) � ! � 8.Proof : We prove that dL(p; b) � ! � 8; the second inequality is shown symmetrically. We mayassume that u is chosen to be closest to b along �L(a; b) among all choices of u that realize the linkwidth.We claim that the path �L(p; b) must intersect the visibility polygon, Vu. This will su�ce toprove the lemma, since it implies that dL(b; u) � dL(p; b) + 1 (since, once the path �L(b; p) entersVu, one additional link su�ces to reach u), which implies that dL(p; b) � ! � 8 (since Lemma C.2says that ! � 7 � dL(b; u)).If, to the contrary, �L(p; b) does not intersect Vu, then the points b and p must lie in the samepocket of Vu, separated from u by a window, rr0. Since a and b are in di�erent pockets of Vu, itfollows that c lies in the same pocket as p and b. Both paths �L(b; u) and �L(c; u) must cross thewindow rr0. This implies that there is a path of link length dL(c; u) that joins c to a point, u0 2 rr0,of �L(b; u) that is closer to b than u, contradicting our choice of u. 2Sweeping Simple Polygons with a Chain of Guards July 14, 1999


